
Monte Carlo concepts – Microsoft Excel and NetLogo used to do and to illustrate Monte Carlo simulations. 

 

Monte Carlo estimating the area of a circle using Microsoft Excel “darts” was the topic on the Tuesday February 9th, 

2010 class.  NetLogo could be used in many ways to also get an estimate of the area of a circle inscribed inside of a 

square, or to get an estimate for PI as in PI = 3.14159 for PI * radius squared and for PI * diameter of circle = 

circumference of the circle. 



This circle has a diameter of 21.  The turtles 

were instructed to step forward 10.5 steps, 

so the radius of the circle of turtles is 10.5 

and the diameter of that circle is 21 units or 

turtles steps or patches.    fd 10.5 

The checkerboard inner yellow and white 

square has a side length of exactly 21 

squares or units.  Its area is 21 squared 

or  441  units. 

Since the circle formed by the turtles has a 

radius of exactly 10.5 units, we would be 

able to calculate that the area of the circle is 

PI times radius squared or  

3.14159 * 10.5 * 10.5, 

which would = 346.36 right? 

So if you did a Monte Carlo simulation here 

using Microsoft Excel, the formula to be 

used to generate the randomX and the 

randomY values for the point where the 

“dart” hit the checkerboard would be what? 

=RAND() * 21 – 10.5 

Why multiply by 21? 

Why subtract 10.5? 

Suppose that randomX and that randomY 

pair we were talking about was the location 

of a netLogo turtle.  How would you 

calculate the distance that the turtle is from 

the center square, the PATCH with 

coordinates (0, 0)? 

Right triangles, hypotenuse, xDistance, 

yDistance, Pythagoras.  The square root of 

the sum of the squares of the xCoor and 

yCoor of the turtle is the length of the 

hypotenuse.  That hypotenuse here is the 

distance of the turtle from its starting point, 

from the center patch of NetLogo world. 

  



3.14159 * 2 / 360 

.01745327777777777777 

turtles> repeat 4 [ fd 2 rt 90 ] 

turtles> fd 1 

turtles> repeat 360 [ fd 0.0175   rt 1 ] 

turtles> set size 0.1 

patches> if (remainder (pxcor + pycor) 2 = 0) [set pcolor white] 

 

 

patches> if (remainder (pxcor + pycor) 2 = 0) [ set pcolor white ] 

observer> cro 1 

turtles> set color red 

turtles> set size 0.2 

turtles> fd 0.5 

turtles> rt 90 

turtles> bk 0.5 

turtles> set pen-size 10 

turtles> pd 

turtles> repeat 4 [fd 2 rt 90 ] 

turtles> fd 1 

turtles> set color 25 

turtles> set pen-size 3 

turtles> repeat 360 [ fd 0.01745 rt 1 ] 

3.14159 * 2 / 360 = .01745327777777777777 



 

Note that the entire NetLogo world here is only 3 rows and 5 columns!  The Patch size is BIG 

though, Patch size = 200.  So the square has an area of 4 units, and the circle you see inscribed 

inside of it has a radius exactly = 1 unit.  So it’s a 2 by 2 side length square with an area of 4. 

 


